TAKE ACTION RESOURCES
1. Human Rights Data Analysis Group
•

Nonprofit, nonpartisan organization that applies rigorous science to the analysis of
human rights violations around the world.

2. AI Toolkit for Racial Equity
•

A toolkit that provides resources for using and understanding AI in the context of
racial equity work.

3. Gender Shades
•

Gender Shades is an Algorithmic Justice League project that studies how well AI
services track different faces. Their website contains an email where datasets from
their studies can be requested.

4. Hacking 4 Justice
•

Hacking 4 Justice's trainings convene leaders from the SAO, experts from the data
science field, and community members of all backgrounds to learn from each other,
learn with each other, and build communities that are more self-knowledgeable, more
prosperous, and more just.

5. Data for Black Lives
•

Data for Black Lives is a movement of activists, organizers, and mathematicians
committed to the mission of using data science to create concrete and measurable
change in the lives of Black people.

6. AI Procurement in a Box
•

A practical guide to using AI that helps governments rethink the use of AI with a
focus on innovation, efficiency, and ethics.

7. Just Data Lab
•

The JUST DATA Lab brings together activists, artists, educators, and researchers to
develop a humanistic approach to data conception, production, and circulation. Our
aim is to rethink and retool data for justice.

8. Algorithmic Accountability Policy Toolkit
•

A toolkit that covers frequently asked questions about algorithmic systems as well as
resources pulling from multiple fields, including Healthcare, Education, Criminal
Justice, Immigration, and more.
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9. Mapping Police Violence
•

Mapping Police Violence is a research collaborative collecting comprehensive data
on police killings nationwide to quantify the impact of police violence in communities.

10. AFROTECTOPIA
•

A social institution fostering interdisciplinary innovation at the intersections of art,
design, technology, Black culture and activism.

11. Where Texting Brings People to Court Toolkit
•

A toolkit that pairs with the corresponding “70 Million” podcast episode. Includes
resources to get started with reform projects like the text-based Court Reminder
System in Palm Beach County.

12. Ethics and Algorithms Toolkit
•

A toolkit that focuses on the use of AI in Government, specifically risk management
algorithms, and how to be effective and transparent in their use.

13. Data for Democracy
•

Data for Democracy is an enthusiastic network of individuals utilizing data to drive
better choices and improve the world where we live.

14. AI Blindspot
•

AI Blindspot provides cards on nine key oversights that can exist when using AI in
any work, such as Privacy and Generalization Error.
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